Communication and Interaction Ideas


Listen to a short story or short film (there are some good Disney shorts
on YouTube). Ask your child what the story was about? What is their
opinion of the story? Do they think that characters could have acted
differently? What did they like or dislike about the characters?

Independence Ideas


Can your child help you to prepare a meal or snack?

Can your child make a choice
of what activities they would like to
do in a day?

Can your child start to gain
more independence within their self
care? For example; getting equipment
ready for an activity, requesting an activity, helping to
run a bath and learning about how to stay safe.
Social, Emotional and Mental Health Ideas





Read a story with your child; ask them to identify the
emotions of the characters at different points in the
story. Can they expand on this and talk about why a
character might feel a certain way?

Optional Home Learning!
Green Class

Cognition and Learning Ideas


Read a story together; can your child
draw a picture to show what they
read? Can they write a sentence to
accompany this? Can they recall
events in order? Can they identify
specific characters when asked?

Please feel free to use these ideas to keep
learning going at home! There is no pressure to
complete these...you may have other ideas and
routines that you wish to maintain.
It would also be amazing to see or hear about
what you’ve been getting up to so please feel
free to share photos/work on our Twitter
page: @KelfordSchool or you could put
together a photo book to show us when we all
come back! Please let us know if you need
anything to help and we will try our very best.



Sensory/Physical Ideas


Find a recipe together and gather the ingredients.
Can your child identify which ingredient is which?
Can they measure out an ingredient looking for the
correct number? Can they use their fine motor skills
to open packets, pour ingredients, mix together,
etc.?



Can you take a walk in the
local area looking for certain
things? Bugs, animals, shops,
etc.?

Thank you all for all your hard work and
support during these uncertain times. We miss
Discuss emotions with your within daily activities; are
you all!
they happy/sad/excited?? Why? Relating emotions to
real life situations is important.

Practice some mindfulness
activities such as yoga, meditation or
breathing exercises.

If you need any extra support or resources
then please email me on
ssidgwick@nexusmat.org

Can your child apply counting in a practical activity? For
example; lets have a race with 4 cars, draw a picture using
2 different colours, etc.

